21 Jump Street

In America in 2012, two police officers are undercover at a High School because they must find the illegal drug HFS. Of course they aren’t allowed to flunk out of school. But Schmidt (Jonah Hill) the genius and Jenko (Channing Tatum), the athlete, have interchanged their undercover characters by mistake, so that they must learn their characters hobbies, but this is a problem at first. But after a few weeks they know how the character live. But then as they get a tip where the drug is and who sells it, Schmidt has a terrible theater imagination, and they flunk out of their school. That could be the end for their police job.

In "21 Jump Street" the English directors Phil Lord and Chris Miller present a magnificent and funny school life story with action. In this movie we can see what problems teenager have at school and how hard it is to be undercover. The actors play the movie very authentically. This movie is on my must see list.
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